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入門監視
2019

なぜモニタリングをする必要があるのかなど各テーマに沿って書かれているため 深い知識を身につけることができる

SREサイトリライアビリティエンジニアリング
2017-08

google社内で発展した大規模なサイトを運用 構築していくための手法 サイトリライアビリティエンジニアリング を詳解

入門Prometheus
2019-05-17

本書はprometheusモニタリングシステムを使って インフラストラクチャとアプリケーションのパフォーマンスをモニタリングしてグラフ化したり アラートを送る方法を解説します メトリクスを収集し クエリを評価し アラート通
知を送る簡単な構成のprometheusを実行して概要を理解した後 インストルメンテーションの追加や利用方法 grafanaによるダッシュボード作成などアプリケーションの監視について学びます node exporterなどの
各種exporter 他のモニタリングシステムとの連携やコンテナとkubernetesなどインフラストラクチャのモニタリングを解説し さらにクエリ言語のpromqlやアラートについて詳述 最後に本番システム
にprometheusをデプロイする方法を学びます prometheusについての基礎と実践的な使い方を学べる本書はシステムおよびアプリケーションエンジニア必携の一冊です

Real World HTTP
2020-04

webテクノロジーの基礎となるhttpとその関連技術を解説する学習書の改訂版 最低限知っておきたいhttpの知識を解説

入門Kubernetes
2018-03

コンテナの作成と実行方法とkubernetesクラスタの作成を紹介し kubernetesの主要コンポーネントの機能等を解説
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Do Epic Stuff!
2020-04-08

reach out for that big goal the methods of change management are outdated today focus and inspiration matter the most rené
esteban shows leaders how to help their team to give their all for an attractive goal how to keep it in sight against all odds and
how to work towards it with zeal and enthusiasm rené mixes his own tried and tested experiences from the corporate world with
surprisingly effective psychological methods do epic stuff explains how leaders develop the kind of outstanding team which will
be at the foundation of future organizations there is nothing more attractive than a goal full of purpose which makes everyone
move in the same direction the insights from this book will be the tools for your great breakthrough success as a leader top
executives from the likes of allianz bmw e on and deutsche telekom contribute their expert knowledge on how to inspire teams
and how to help them reach that big audacious goal inspiring and focused rené esteban showcases that achieving epic business
goals is possible brian tracy author of the new york times bestseller eat that frog

Duchamp Accelerated
2023-12-14

marcel duchamp is today considered one of the most significant 20th century artists worldwide his far reaching influence is
visible within a variety of areas of creative production and critical inquiry extending far beyond the world of art duchamp
accelerated contemporary perspectives examines duchamp and his reception through a series of essays that explore the ongoing
impacts of his life ideas and practice on innumerable fields of research practice and study contributors include art historians
curators artists and writers who offer histories and approaches that actively challenge dominant narratives on duchamp
discussing his influences from a multitude of different disciplinary and cultural perspectives written in the specific context of the
21st century this volume situates the artist firmly in a global context and highlights the numerous influences from theories of
perception and the writings of georges bataille to travels in argentina that shaped his ideas and art this volume pushes current
understandings of duchamp beyond existing limits by accelerating the histories encounters dialogues and interpretations of his
practice with a focus on contemporary perspectives the accelerated duchamp that emerges from this analysis is one who not only
speeds up notions of art in relation to cultural and political histories but one whose practice is actively informing future
developments in the worlds of art and material culture today
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Introducing Criticism in the 21st Century
2015-03-08

this new and revised edition provides 14 chapters introducing new modes of hybrid criticism which have emerged in the twenty
first century

Reading Victorian Literature
2019-08-28

a festschrift honouring j hillis miller and his contribution to victorian studies and nineteenth century criticismprovides
stheoretically informed critical essays on nineteenth century and victorian literature by major internationally recognized
scholarschapters provide detailed close readings of the work of j hillis miller thomas hardy walter pater william michael rossetti
george gissing charles dickens alfred lord tennyson anthony trollope george eliot and joseph conradshowcases a major new essay
by j hillis miller as well as a previously unpublished interview with millerreading victorian literature provides a critical
commentary on major authors of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from dickens to conrad at the same time the
assembled group of internationally recognised scholars engages with miller s work influence and significance in the study of that
era the volume includes original work by miller and interviews with him

The City as Architecture
2019-04-01

architecture creates complex spatial situations that are the subject of urban design design uses a repertoire of specific
architectural means in a creative way resulting in cities that can be lived in and perceived in their three dimensional experience
the current book an extended new edition of architecture of the city 2016 describes the repertoire with which architecture and
design regain an entry to urbanistics it pleads for an architectonic turn in urbanistics a demand to finally comprehend the city
architecturally the issue is not just about buildings in the city but about architecture of the city as a whole as is clearly expressed
in the new title of city as architecture
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Sounding Modernism
2017-03-08

this volume brings together a range of essays by eminent and emergent scholars working at the intersection of modern literary
cinema and sound studies the individual studies ask what specific sonorous qualities are capable of being registered by different
modern media and how sonic transpositions and transferences across media affect the ways in which human subjects attend to
modern soundscapes script groove electrical current magnetic imprint phonographic vibration as the contributors show sound
traverses these and other material platforms to become an insistent ground note of modern aesthetics one not yet adequately
integrated into critical accounts of the period this collection also provides a commanding and wide ranging investigation of the
conditions under which modernists tapped technically into the rhythms echoes and sonic architectures of their worlds

Mastering RStudio – Develop, Communicate, and Collaborate with R
2015-12-04

harness the power of rstudio to create web applications r packages markdown reports and pretty data visualizations about this
book discover the multi functional use of rstudio to support your daily work with r code learn to create stunning meaningful and
interactive graphs and learn to embed them into easy communicable reports using multiple r packages develop your own r
packages and shiny web apps to share your knowledge and collaborate with others who this book is for this book is aimed at r
developers and analysts who wish to do r statistical development while taking advantage of rstudio s functionality to ease their
development efforts r programming experience is assumed as well as being comfortable with r s basic structures and a number of
functions what you will learn discover the rstudio ide and details about the user interface communicate your insights with r
markdown in static and interactive ways learn how to use different graphic systems to visualize your data build interactive web
applications with the shiny framework to present and share your results understand the process of package development and
assemble your own r packages easily collaborate with other people on your projects by using git and github manage the r
environment for your organization with rstudio and shiny server apply your obtained knowledge about rstudio and r development
to create a real world dashboard solution in detail rstudio helps you to manage small to large projects by giving you a multi
functional integrated development environment combined with the power and flexibility of the r programming language which is
becoming the bridge language of data science for developers and analyst worldwide mastering the use of rstudio will help you to
solve real world data problems this book begins by guiding you through the installation of rstudio and explaining the user
interface step by step from there the next logical step is to use this knowledge to improve your data analysis workflow we will do
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this by building up our toolbox to create interactive reports and graphs or even web applications with shiny to collaborate with
others we will explore how to use git and github with rstudio and how to build your own packages to ensure top quality results
finally we put it all together in an interactive dashboard written with r style and approach an easy to follow guide full of hands on
examples to master rstudio beginning from explaining the basics each topic is explained with a lot of details for every feature

Designing Machine Learning Systems with Python
2016-04-06

design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results about this book gain an understanding of the
machine learning design process optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy understand common programming
tools and techniques for machine learning develop techniques and strategies for dealing with large amounts of data from a
variety of sources build models to solve unique tasks who this book is for this book is for data scientists scientists or just the
curious to get the most out of this book you will need to know some linear algebra and some python and have a basic knowledge
of machine learning concepts what you will learn gain an understanding of the machine learning design process optimize the
error function of your machine learning system understand the common programming patterns used in machine learning
discover optimizing techniques that will help you get the most from your data find out how to design models uniquely suited to
your task in detail machine learning is one of the fastest growing trends in modern computing it has applications in a wide range
of fields including economics the natural sciences web development and business modeling in order to harness the power of
these systems it is essential that the practitioner develops a solid understanding of the underlying design principles there are
many reasons why machine learning models may not give accurate results by looking at these systems from a design perspective
we gain a deeper understanding of the underlying algorithms and the optimisational methods that are available this book will
give you a solid foundation in the machine learning design process and enable you to build customised machine learning models
to solve unique problems you may already know about or have worked with some of the off the shelf machine learning models for
solving common problems such as spam detection or movie classification but to begin solving more complex problems it is
important to adapt these models to your own specific needs this book will give you this understanding and more style and
approach this easy to follow step by step guide covers the most important machine learning models and techniques from a
design perspective

Ranciere and Literature
2016-06-01
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these 13 original essays engage with ranciere s accounts of literature from across his work putting his conceptual apparatus to
work in acts of literary criticism from his archival investigations of the literary efforts of 19th century workers to his engagements
with specific novelists and poets and from his concept of literarity to his central positioning of the novel in his account of the
three regimes of literary practice this collection unearths consolidates evaluates and critiques ranciere s work on literature

E.L. Doctorow
2019-09-27

this book gathers a suite of newly commissioned original essays on the work of e l doctorow

Soccer Star Lionel Messi
2014-01-01

considered by some to be the greatest soccer star of all time lionel messi s story is nothing short of spectacular as this sports
biography highlights the biggest moments of his career it becomes quite clear why he is the most important player to argentina s
national squad and his club team fc barcelona

R for Data Science
2016-12-12

learn how to use r to turn raw data into insight knowledge and understanding this book introduces you to r rstudio and the
tidyverse a collection of r packages designed to work together to make data science fast fluent and fun suitable for readers with
no previous programming experience r for data science is designed to get you doing data science as quickly as possible authors
hadley wickham and garrett grolemund guide you through the steps of importing wrangling exploring and modeling your data
and communicating the results you ll get a complete big picture understanding of the data science cycle along with basic tools
you need to manage the details each section of the book is paired with exercises to help you practice what you ve learned along
the way you ll learn how to wrangle transform your datasets into a form convenient for analysis program learn powerful r tools for
solving data problems with greater clarity and ease explore examine your data generate hypotheses and quickly test them model
provide a low dimensional summary that captures true signals in your dataset communicate learn r markdown for integrating
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prose code and results

California Dreams and American Contradictions
2023-03

california dreams and american contradictions establishes a genealogy of western american women writers publishing between
1870 and 1965 to argue that both white women and women of color regionalized dominant national literary trends to negotiate
the contradictions between an american liberal individualism and american equality monique mcdade analyzes works by maría
amparo ruiz de burton helen hunt jackson sui sin far and a previously unstudied african american writer eva rutland to trace an
archive of western american women writers who made visible what dominant genres subsumed under images of american
progress and westward expansion read together these writers provide new entry points into the political debates that have
plagued the united states since the nation s founding and that set the precedent for westward expansion their romances regional
sketches memoirs and journalism point to the inherently antagonistic relationship between a rooseveltian rugged individualism
that encouraged an anglo male dominated west and the progressive equality and opportunity the west seemingly promised
disenfranchised citizens the writers included in california dreams and american contradictions challenged literature s role in
creating regional division conformist communities that support nationally sponsored images of gendered ethnic and immigrant
others and liberal histories validated through a strategic vocabulary rooted in freedom equality and progress

DevOps for the Modern Enterprise
2018-04-03

many organizations are facing the uphill battle of modernizing their legacy it infrastructure most have evolved over the years by
taking lessons from traditional or legacy manufacturing creating a production process that puts the emphasis on the process
instead of the people performing the tasks allowing the organization to treat people like resources to try to achieve high quality
outcomes but those practices and ideas are failing modern it where collaboration and creativeness are required to achieve high
performing high quality success mirco hering a thought leader in managing it within legacy organizations lays out a roadmap to
success for it managers showing them how to create the right ecosystem how to empower people to bring their best to work
every day and how to put the right technology in the driver s seat to propel their organization to success but just having the right
methods and tools will not magically transform an organization the cultural change that is the hardest is also the most impactful
using principles from agile lean and devops as well as first hand examples from the enterprise world hering addresses the
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different challenges that legacy organizations face as they transform into modern it departments

Food Nanotechnology
2022-09-20

nanotechnology is increasingly being utilized within the food industry to create innovative products with new or improved
properties this book introduces the history of nanotechnology applications in the food industry it then discusses the key
physicochemical and structural characteristics of the different kinds of nanoparticles found in foods as well as showing how these
characteristics lead to their unique functional attributes applications of nanotechnology in the food and agricultural industries are
then covered including the creation of nanopesticides nanofertilizers nutrient delivery systems functional ingredients smart
packaging materials nanofilters and sensors as well as for the conversion of waste materials into value added products finally the
potential toxicity of both organic and inorganic nanoparticles found in foods is critically assessed the author is a distinguished
professor of food science who uses physics chemistry and biology to improve the quality safety and healthiness of foods he has
published over a thousand scientific articles and numerous books in this area and is currently the most highly cited food scientist
in the world he has won numerous awards for his scientific achievements the aim of this book is to provide scientists and
technologists with an understanding of the basic principles of nanotechnology and how they can be used in the food and
agricultural industry to improve the quality sustainability safety and healthiness of our foods

New Critical Thinking
2017-06-02

introduces advanced students of literature to the latest critical thinkingfollowing a scene setting introduction which reflects on
the state of atheory today the 11 chapters in this volume introduce new areas of critical thinking which go beyond the standard
aisms literary reading in a digital age critical making in the digital humanities thing theory memory work and criticism body
objects technology criticism and athe animal multimodality and linguistic approaches to literary study critical and creative
practice conditions for success in the writing workshop affect theory spectrality critical climate change a final rounding off
chapter on historicising presents debates around historically oriented criticism including a around table among the contributors
each chapter also provides a critical acase study of a text or texts including poetry writing guides a seamus heaney poem film
adaptations of jane austens pride and prejudice and charlotte brontas jane eyre e readers and kindles first world war poetry and
prose steampunk and robert macfarlanes the old ways from athing theory to animal theory multimodality to film adaptation and
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from acts of reading in a digital age to the creative writing workshop the volume reflects a radical reorientation in critical modes
of thinking key features presents cutting edge debates presented to more advanced students in an engaging yet sophisticated
wayprovides a wide range of acase studies including poetry film reading devices popular fiction non fiction prosereflects newly
emerging ways of teaching critical ideas in the classroomopens criticism to dialogue and possibility

Pythonクイックリファレンス
2004-03

pythonのすべてをまとめたリファレンス

Systematic Reviews in Health Research
2022-06-21

systematic reviews in health research explore the cutting edge of systematic reviews in healthcare in this third edition of the
classic systematic reviews textbook now titled systematic reviews in health research a team of distinguished researchers deliver
a comprehensive and authoritative guide to the rapidly evolving area of systematic reviews and meta analysis the book
demonstrates why systematic reviews when conducted properly provide the highest quality evidence on clinical and public health
interventions and shows how they contribute to inference in many other contexts the new edition reflects the broad role of
systematic reviews including twelve new chapters covering additional study designs methods and software for example on
genetic association studies prediction models prevalence studies network and dose response meta analysis thorough update of
15 chapters focusing on systematic reviews of interventions access to a companion website offering supplementary materials and
practical exercises systematic reviews3 org a key text for health researchers systematic reviews in health research is also an
indispensable resource for practitioners students and instructors in the health sciences needing to understand research synthesis

Before Tom Brown
2024-01-25

the use of school life as a closed narrative environment is well documented and modern examples such as malory towers and
harry potter show the genre s continued appeal while there have been several histories of the school story especially in children s
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literature almost all of them take as their starting point tom brown s schooldays although occasionally acknowledged in passing
there has never been a complete study of earlier school stories or of other fictional portrayals of school life before the middle of
the eighteenth century in before tom brown robert kirkpatrick traces the roots of the school story back to 2500bc when school life
was a feature of sumerian egyptian and graeco roman texts written as teaching aids for children from chaucer s canterbury tales
to shakesperean comedies he explores for the first time the use of school dialogues in the classroom in print and on stage and
presents new evidence that the first school novel appeared in 1607 finally he examines the role of the school story in the broader
development of the novel as the genre became established through the eighteenth century readers will be rewarded with a whole
new perspective on the history of children s literature

Bike Lanes Are White Lanes
2016-07-01

the number of bicyclists are increasing in the united states especially among the working class and people of color in contrast to
the demographics of bicyclists in the united states advocacy for bicycling has focused mainly on the interests of white upwardly
mobile bicyclists leading to neighborhood conflicts and accusations of racist planning in bike lanes are white lanes scholar melody
l hoffmann argues that the bicycle has varied cultural meaning as a rolling signifier that is the bicycle s meaning changes in
different spaces with different people and in different cultures the rolling signification of the bicycle contributes to building
community influences gentrifying urban planning and upholds systemic race and class barriers in this study of three prominent u
s cities milwaukee portland and minneapolis hoffmann examines how the burgeoning popularity of urban bicycling is trailed by
systemic issues of racism classism and displacement from a pro cycling perspective bike lanes are white lanes highlights many
problematic aspects of urban bicycling culture and its advocacy as well as positive examples of people trying earnestly to bring
their community together through bicycling

Funding the Enemy
2012-03-20

with the vague intention of winning hearts and minds in afghanistan the us government has mismanaged billions of development
and logistics dollars bolstered the drug trade and dumped untold millions into taliban hands that is the sobering message of this
scathing critique of our war effort in afghanistan according to this book america has already lost the war while conducting
extensive research and fieldwork in afghanistan s war zones a drumbeat of off the record and offhand remarks pointed the author
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to one conclusion we blew it the sentiment was even blazoned across a us military fortification as the author saw at forward
operating base mehtar lam in insurgency wracked laghman province i glanced over at a concrete blast barrier while waiting for a
helicopter wissing says someone had spray painted in jagged letters the game you lost it the author s vivid narrative takes the
reader down to ground level in frontline afghanistan it draws on the voices of hundreds of combat soldiers ordinary afghans
private contractors aid workers international consultants and government officials from these contacts it became glaringly clear
as the author details that american taxpayer dollars have been flowing into taliban coffers courtesy of scandalously mismanaged
us development and counterinsurgency programs with calamitous military and social consequences this is the first book to detail
the toxic embrace of american policymakers and careerists afghan kleptocrats and the opportunistic taliban the result us
taxpayers have been footing the bill for both sides of a disastrous afghanistan war

Oxford Textbook of Oncology
2016-01-28

now in paperback the oxford textbook of oncology reflects current best practice in the multidisciplinary management of cancer
written and edited by internationally recognised leaders in the field structured in six sections the book provides an accessible
scientific basis to the key topics of oncology examining how cancer cells grow and function as well as discussing the aetiology of
cancer and the general principles governing modern approaches to oncology treatment the book examines the challenges
presented by the treatment of cancer on a larger scale within population groups and the importance of recognising and
supporting the needs of individual patients both during and after treatment a series of disease oriented case based chapters
ranging from acute leukaemia to colon cancer highlight the various approaches available for managing the cancer patient
including the translational application of cancer science in order to personalise treatment the advice imparted in these cases has
relevance worldwide and reflects a modern approach to cancer care the oxford textbook of oncology provides a comprehensive
account of the multiple aspects of best practice in the discipline making it an indispensable resource for oncologists of all grades
and subspecialty interests

Rights Reign Supreme
2023-03-06

judicial review the power of the united states supreme court to nullify unconstitutional laws has been attacked and celebrated the
court s authority has become even more significant over the past century as it has grown to occupy a more central role in the
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lives of americans the result has been for politicians of both major political parties as well as scholars to decry the antidemocratic
nature of the judicial power this book argues that judicial review ensures the survival of the republic outlining the court s
responsibilities as an instrument of rights theory and its history of defending the principles established during the american
founding that assert the primacy of certain inherent rights centering on the power of judicial review chapters detail the court s
reputation as a steward of the constitution protecting the rights of the people against the encroachments of the executive and
legislative branches and against the fleeting passions of the people

A Rhetoric of Meanings
2015-09-04

this book presents an in depth analysis of language s role as the tool and environment for human survival on earth examining its
ability to provide an unlimited space for telling individual stories that bear the knowledge of mankind s self significance the book
is the result of a 20 year long composite study of language phenomenology grounded in the interactions of bulgarian and english
approached in a game like fashion where the play with language units transcends levels of meanings based on significances and
explored through the four basic avatars of activated language the learner the teacher the translator and the creator of texts the
book is divided into three sections the first details the motivation for this study and the design of the method of exploration this is
followed by an application of this method to the talkative web in order to find ways of meeting the enormous demand for human
content the final section brings together the colourful practices of activated language movement this book is not about the
philosophy of language per se it is concerned with the practical field beyond the philosophy of language where the self
identification of the subject is brought to a higher stage of communicative creativity the rhetoric theory of argumentation is
argued throughout the book to be the relevant ground for building a holistic tool of language learning where language acquisition
is seen as the capability of the subject to construct worlds in a universe whose leading structure involves the rhetoric criteria of
ethos pathos and logos on the one hand and the self identifying choice of meanings to situations of complex nature on the other
as such the book is primarily concerned with linguistics rhetoric semiotics of culture ethics and language learning viewed through
a philosophical preoccupation with humanity

The SAGE Handbook of Social Studies in Health and Medicine
2021-12-01

with new chapters on key topics such as mental health the environment race ethnicity and health and pharmaceuticals this new
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edition maintains its multidisciplinary framework and bridges the gap between health policy and the sociology of health it builds
upon the success of the first by encompassing a range of issues studies and disciplines the broad coverage of topics in addition to
new chapters present an engagement with contemporary issues resulting in a valuable teaching aid this second edition brings
together a diverse range of leading international scholars with contributors from australia puerto rico usa guatemala germany sri
lanka botswana uk south sudan mexico south korea canada and more the second edition of this handbook remains a key
resource for undergraduates post graduates and researchers across multidisciplinary backgrounds including medicine health and
social care sociology and anthropology part one culture society and health part two lived experiences part three health care
systems access and use part four health in environmental and planetary context

Rによる統計的学習入門
2018-07

ビッグデータの活用に必須の統計的学習を 専門外でも使えるようにrで実践的に学習

Genomic and Personalized Medicine
2012-11-29

genomic and personalized medicine second edition winner of a 2013 highly commended bma medical book award for medicine is
a major discussion of the structure history and applications of the field as it emerges from the campus and lab into clinical action
as with the first edition leading experts review the development of the new science the current opportunities for genome based
analysis in healthcare and the potential of genomic medicine in future healthcare the inclusion of the latest information on
diagnostic testing population screening disease susceptability and pharmacogenomics makes this work an ideal companion for
the many stakeholders of genomic and personalized medicine with advancing knowledge of the genome across and outside
protein coding regions of dna new comprehension of genomic variation and frequencies across populations the elucidation of
advanced strategic approaches to genomic study and above all in the elaboration of next generation sequencing genomic
medicine has begun to achieve the much vaunted transformative health outcomes of the human genome project almost a
decade after its official completion in april 2003 highly commended 2013 bma medical book award for medicine more than 100
chapters from leading researchers review the many impacts of genomic discoveries in clinical action including 63 chapters new to
this edition discusses state of the art genome technologies including population screening novel diagnostics and gene based
therapeutics wide and inclusive discussion encompasses the formidable ethical legal regulatory and social challenges related to
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the evolving practice of genomic medicine clearly and beautifully illustrated with 280 color figures and many thousands of
references for further reading and deeper analysis

Born Bad
2016-04-21

according to the doctrine of original sin all humans are born bad and only god s grace can bring salvation james boyce shows how
these ideas have shaped the western view of human nature and how the belief that we are all innately sinful retains a firm grip
on western consciousness and culture even in the writings of avowed atheists such as marx and freud born bad traces a
fascinating journey from adam and eve all the way to adam smith and richard dawkins in this sweeping story of a controversial
idea and its remarkable influence

Abeloff's Clinical Oncology E-Book
2013-09-12

practical and clinically focused abeloff s clinical oncology is a trusted medical reference book designed to capture the latest
scientific discoveries and their implications for cancer diagnosis and management of cancer in the most accessible manner
possible abeloff s equips everyone involved from radiologists and oncologists to surgeons and nurses to collaborate effectively
and provide the best possible cancer care consult this title on your favorite e reader conduct rapid searches and adjust font sizes
for optimal readability select the most appropriate tests and imaging studies for cancer diagnosis and staging of each type of
cancer and manage your patients in the most effective way possible by using all of the latest techniques and approaches in
oncology enhance your understanding of complex concepts with a color art program that highlights key points and illustrates
relevant scientific and clinical problems stay at the forefront of the latest developments in cancer pharmacology oncology and
healthcare policy survivorship in cancer and many other timely topics see how the most recent cancer research applies to
practice through an increased emphasis on the relevance of new scientific discoveries and modalities within disease chapters
streamline clinical decision making with abundant new treatment and diagnostic algorithms as well as concrete management
recommendations take advantage of the collective wisdom of preeminent multidisciplinary experts in the field of oncology
including previous abeloff s editors john e niederhuber james o armitage and michael b kastan as well as new editors james h
doroshow from the national cancer institute and joel e tepper of gunderson tepper clinical radiation oncology quickly and
effortlessly access the key information you need with the help of an even more user friendly streamlined format access the
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complete contents anytime anywhere at expert consult and test your mastery of the latest knowledge with 500 online multiple
choice review questions

Fifty Years of Peeling Away the Lead Paint Problem
2022-09-24

fifty years of peeling away the lead paint problem saving our children s future with healthy housing documents the history of
childhood lead poisoning from paint between 1970 and 2022 tracing the failure of the medical model treatment after exposure
that marked the 1970s and 1980s and its replacement with a prevention housing focused effort the book documents the changes
in health housing and environmental science and policy it is the first book to examine how the lead poisoning law in the u s was
passed in 1992 and later implemented with implications for the future in particular the emergence of a healthy housing
movement the book describes the roles played by congress various administrations agencies local governments the private
sector researchers and a popular citizen s movement especially parents the role of the courts is discussed including a
controversial lead paint case on research ethics in baltimore through an environmental justice lens this book is the first to
examine another recent case in california where ten local jurisdictions established a precedent by successfully suing the lead
paint industry to help pay for abatement elucidates sources and pathways of lead paint exposure details how the environment
housing and public health sectors can best collaborate with researchers and citizens to develop and implement change in housing
and health contains new stories and archived scientific data not available elsewhere

タイタニック号の最後
1998-04

時代の夢と憧れを乗せた超豪華船 タイタニック号 の遭難 それは当時の人々が持っていた機械文明に対する楽天的な信仰をゆるがした その犠牲者は上流社交界の人々と三等船室にいた多くの貧しい人々である 処女航海で海の藻屑と消えた船
で繰り広げられた人間劇 多くの資料と生存者の談話をもとに その伝説の真相にせまった 優れた記録文学

Abbas Kiarostami's Cinema of Life
2020-09-11

standing apart from celebrated iranian ideals of war and martyrdom revolutionary filmmaker abbas kiarostami was known as a
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man who praised life and celebrated it in all his works creating films for more than 40 years during times of unending war and
political turmoil kiarostami promoted the sufi tradition of seeing god as part of nature and the pre islamic zoroastrian ideal of
environmental protection kiarostami s self image as a citizen of the world his renunciation of war and his concern for the future of
nature cement his importance within the art form of poetic cinema addressing kiarostami s illumination of humanity s self
destructive tendencies author julian rice presents a detailed analysis of twelve individual films from homework 1989 to like
someone in love 2012 departing from concerns of spectatorship or film in general rice s book portrays the human and spiritual
core of kiarostami connected to all other humans and to the earth we all inhabit kiarostami s vision remains a powerful message
for film scholars and peaceful people everywhere

神の愛の啓示
2010-03

瞑想生活で神から受けた啓示を記した書の翻訳

Practical Guide to the Evaluation of Clinical Competence E-Book
2023-11-24

offering a multifaceted practical approach to the complex topic of clinical assessment practical guide to the assessment of clinical
competence 3rd edition is designed to help medical educators employ better assessment methods tools and models directly into
their training programs world renowned editors and expert contributing authors provide hands on authoritative guidance on
outcomes based assessment in clinical education presenting a well organized diverse combination of methods you can implement
right away this thoroughly revised edition is a valuable resource for developing implementing and sustaining effective systems
for assessing clinical competence in medical school residency and fellowship programs helps medical educators and
administrators answer complex ongoing and critical questions in today s changing medical education system is this
undergraduate or postgraduate medical student prepared and able to move to the next level of training to be a competent and
trusted physician provides practical suggestions and assessment approaches that can be implemented immediately in your
training program tools that can be used to assess and measure clinical performance overviews of key educational theories and
strengths and weaknesses of every method covers assessment techniques frameworks high quality assessment of clinical
reasoning and procedural competence psychometrics and practical approaches to feedback includes expanded coverage of fast
moving areas where concepts now have solid research and data that support practical ways to connect judgments of ability to
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outcomes including work based assessments clinical competency committees milestones and entrustable professional
assessments epas and direct observation offers examples of assessment instruments along with suggestions on how you can
apply these methods and instruments in your own setting as well as guidelines that apply across the medical education spectrum
includes online access to videos of medical interviewing scenarios and more downloadable assessment tools and detailed faculty
guidelines an ebook version is included with purchase the ebook allows you to access all of the text figures and references with
the ability to search make notes and highlights and have content read aloud

Management of Multiple Pregnancies
2022-10-27

a pragmatic and practical evidence based guide to the management of multiple pregnancies to improve outcomes for mothers
and babies
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